We study in detail the structure of C*-crossed products of the form A X a G, where A is a continuous-trace algebra and a is an action of a locally compact abelian group G on A, especially in the case where the action of G on A has a Hausdorff quotient and only one orbit type. Under mild conditions, the crossed product has continuous trace, and we are often able to compute its spectrum and Dixmier-Douady class. The formulae for these are remarkably interesting even when G is the real line.
In recent years, considerable progress has been made in understanding the structure of a transformation group C*-algebra C*(G, X) (sometimes written C0(X) X G) when the orbit space X/G is reasonable. For example, a well-known theorem by Green [10] asserts that if G acts freely and properly on X, then C*(G, X) is isomorphic to C0(X/G, Jf(L2(G))) (for a good discussion of this, and some generalizations, see [29] ), and for abelian G a description of the topology on the spectrum of C*(G, X) has been given by Williams [38] . The structure of crossed products A X a G with A noncommutative is much more complicated, due to an extra step in the description of their representation theory by the "Mackey machine" (e.g., [34 and 11] ): if -r e A, there is an obstruction in H (Gn, T) to extending -r to a covariant representation of (A,G"), where G" is the stabilizer of -n in G, and even if this obstruction vanishes, it may not be possible to find a canonical extension of *r. Here we shall study the crossed product A X 0 G, when yl is a continuous-trace C*-algebra, G is abelian, and the action of G on the spectrum X of A satisfies various local triviality hypotheses. Somewhat surprisingly, our point of view yields new information even about transformation group algebras. For example, it turns out that for a certain action of R on S3, the associated transformation group algebra has nonzero Dixmier-Douady invariant (Example 4.6 below). There are two extreme cases which have already been investigated to some extent. First of all, locally unitary automorphism groups a: G -» Aut. 4 [27] are group actions which act trivially on the spectrum and for which Mackey obstructions do not arise, and they include all such actions if G and A are separable and G is compactly generated and abelian [32, §2] . For such a, the spectrum of the crossed product A X a G is in a natural way a principal G-bundle over A [27, Theorem 2.2], and in fact A X a G is isomorphic to the balanced tensor product Ç>(U*«G)A)®c()<;o[ 28, Proposition 1.5].
Secondly, some things are known about diagonal actions on the pull-backs of C*-algebras. If B is a C*-algebra with spectrum T and p: Yl -* T is a principal G-bundle, then the pull-back p*B is by definition C0(ß) ®c (T) 5 (so the previously quoted result asserts A X a G = />*/! for/?: (,4XaG)A->yl when a is locally unitary). A diagonal action on p*B, denoted p*ß, is one inherited from a tensor product action y ® ¿S of G on C0(ß) ® 5, where y is translation on ß and ¿8 is an action of C on fi which commutes with the action of Ch{T) = Z{M{B)). The spectrum of p*B is canonically homeomorphic to ß, and p*ß induces the original action of G on ß, so these give nontrivial examples of actions which induce principal bundle structures on the spectrum. In [28] it is shown that p*B X p»ß G is often, but not always, Morita equivalent to B. (It is if ß is implemented by a unitary group, or if the bundle p: ß -* T is trivial.)
We begin where [28] leaves off: we consider actions of G on A which make Â into a locally trivial principal G-bundle over Â/G. Our first main result (Theorem 1.1) says that, up to stable isomorphism, the pull-back actions studied in [28] are the only examples of such automorphism groups. The crossed product is again a continuoustrace C*-algebra, and we give a formula for its Dixmier-Douady class 8 (P*BXp.ßG) in the case where ß is locally unitary: the ingredients in our formula are 8(B), the class of the bundle p: ß -> T, and the class of the G-bundle (B Xß G)A-> B constructed in [27] .
Next we consider automorphism groups a: G -* Aut A such that the action of G on ß = Â has a fixed isotropy group H, and such that the induced action of G/H gives ß the structure of a locally trivial principal G///-bundle over a space T = ß/G. When the restriction of a to H is locally unitary (recall this is automatic if H = Z, T, or R), the spectrum of A X a|( H is a principal //-bundle over ß, and it turns out that we have a commutative diagram of locally trivial principal bundles In fact, A X a G again has continuous trace, and by duality its Dixmier-Douady class must pull back under m*p to 8{A X a|w H) = {p*ir)*8{A). Our motivating example for this analysis is the case G = R. The only non trivial closed subgroups of R are isomorphic to Z, so actions with reasonable orbit space and one orbit type fall into 3 classes: trivial, free and periodic. The first was discussed in [27], we have already handled the second, and it remains to analyze the periodic case. The restriction of a to the isotropy group Z is automatically locally unitary, and ß -> T is a principal bundle for the free action of the quotient T = R/Z by a theorem of Gleason [6] . We therefore obtain a commutative diamond of principal T-bundles.
In fact R-actions turn out to be particularly interesting, and we can say substantially more in this case. First of all, we prove a vanishing theorem for the Moore cohomology group H2{U,C{X, T)), where X is any R-space (satisfying a mild technical condition). As well as answering a question left open in [14] , this implies that any action of R on a continuous-trace algebra A is determined up to exterior equivalence by its action on the spectrum X of A. Secondly, it turns out that if A is stable (modulo a technical hypothesis on X) then every free action of T on X lifts to an action a of R on A. To see that this is not completely obvious, note that it cannot lift to an action of T unless the algebra A is a pull-back along the bundle X -* T = X/J. These two results together imply that the action a, and hence also it and 8{A X a R), are determined uniquely by [p] S H2{T,Ï) and 8{A) e H3{X,I). We show that these invariants are related by the Gysin sequences of the bundles it and p.
We have organized our work as follows. We begin with a §0 on preliminary matters, where we set up notation and review material from [25, 26, 27, 28, and 14] . In fact, our presentation includes some minor improvements and new observations. We then discuss our results on automorphism groups which act freely on the spectrum. Our realization of these as pull-backs is Theorem 1.1, and our formula for the Dixmier-Douady class of the crossed product is Theorem 1.5. We also apply this formula to the problem of realizing a given automorphism group of p*B as a pull-back of a locally unitary group on B.
In §2 we study the spectrum of A X a G when the action of G on ß = A has fixed isotropy group H. The commutative diamond is valid in considerable generality (Proposition 2.1) and consists of principal bundles when a\ H is locally unitary and ß -» ß/G locally trivial for the action of G/H (Theorem 2.2). In our §3 we present some examples satisfying these hypotheses. The first class of examples consists of induced C*-algebras-given an action of a subgroup H of G on a C*-algebra D, there is an action of G on a C*-algebra Ind^, D of sections of an induced bundle of C*-algebras over G/H. For the induced action we can identify explicitly the various topological invariants associated to our diamond. The second set of examples involves actions on the twisted transformation group C*-algebras C*{G, X, u) of Wassermann ([35, §1] ; see also [28, §4] ). For these all the invariants can be nontrivial simultaneously. We also show how to construct explicitly actions of R on algebras A with spectrum S3 for which the induced action of R/Z on Â is the Hopf fibration.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Corollary 0.2. Suppose A is separable C*-algebra, G is a Polish group, and <p: G -» Aut( A ) is a continuous homomorphism or crossed homomorphism that happens to have image contained in lnn{A). Then tp is actually continuous for the Polish topology on lnn{A) obtained from the identification with t/(M(/4))/C(Prim ^4,T).
Proof. Since q> is continuous, it is certainly Borel, hence by the lemma is Borel with respect to the Polish topology on lnn{A). But then <p is continuous by an automatic continuity theorem of Banach (see for example [20, Proposition 5] ). D Now a group action on A, often called an automorphism group G of A (or C*-dynamical system) means a continuous homomorphism from a topological group G (usually locally compact) into Aut{A). A group action a: G -» Aut{A) is called inner or unitary if it is implemented by a homomorphism u: G -» U{M{A)), continuous with respect to the strict topology on M {A). (In other words, otg{a) -ugau* for all g e G and a & A, and g >-* uga, g <-> aug are continuous for any fixed a e A.) When G = Z, this notion coincides with that of innerness of the single automorphism a(l) = a,. A weaker notion is for a group action to be locally unitary, which means that for each point in A, one can choose a map u so that the condition ag{a) = ugau* holds locally in a neighborhood of this point [27] .
Cohomology. We shall need throughout this paper to refer to cohomology groups of both topological spaces and topological groups. In the case of spaces, we shall work exclusively with sheaf cohomology, which coincides with the Cech theory since our spaces will be paracompact. The following lemma will be used later.
Lemma 0.3. Let X be a compact metric space, or more generally, a space with the homotopy type of a compact metric space. Then the {Cech) cohomology groups H"{ X, Z) are countable.
Proof. For any paracompact space X, to compute H*{X,Z) it is enough to compute H*{<%, Z) as % runs over a cofinal family of open coverings of X. When X is compact, one may take each covering °17 to be finite, and when X is second-countable, a countable number of ^'s suffice. Now for <% finite, the Cech cochain groups C"{tf7, Z) are obviously finitely generated, hence so are the groups //"(^, Z). So for X compact metric, H"{X,Z) is a countable direct limit of finitely generated groups, and so is countable. Since Cech cohomology with discrete coefficients is homotopy-invariant, it actually suffices for X to have the homotopy type of a compact metric space. D Remark 0.4. There are many quite nice second-countable locally compact spaces for which the Cech cohomology groups are uncountable. For instance, if X is an infinite disjoint union of copies of S", H"{X, Z) is an infinite product (not sum!) of copies of Z, and so is uncountable. If « > 1, this pathology can arise even when X is a connected open manifold (such as a surface of infinite genus).
In fact, there are natural ways to topologize H"{X,Z). When X is compact, this group will be discrete, but for X noncompact it may fail to be Hausdorff. For instance, if A' = lim Xk is a limit of finite complexes Xk, then H"{X, Z) will contain i -* lim H" *{Xk,Z) [36, pp. 272-273] , which sometimes is a non-Hausdorff quotient of UkHn-\Xk,Z). D
For A a topological abelian group, we shall denote by A the sheaf of germs of continuous A -valued functions over some (implicit) space. When A is discrete, A may be identified with the constant sheaf A. Recall that for X paracompact, H\X, A) classifies locally trivial principal ,4-bundles. Thus H\X,1) s H2{X,Z) classifies principal T-bundles over X. If X is locally compact and paracompact, the Dixmier-Douady invariant of a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum X lives in H2{X,J) = H\X,Z).
The sort of group cohomology that will be relevant for us is the so-called "Borel cochain" theory of C. C. Moore [20] . This theory associates groups H"{G, A) to a pair G, A, where G is a second-countable locally compact group and A is a Polish G-module. These groups are often the natural setting for certain obstructions to triviality of group actions on operator algebras (see, for instance, [21, 14, and 32]).
Continuous-trace algebras and their automorphisms. Recall that a C*-algebra A is said to have continuous trace if A is Hausdorff and {a G A+: it >-> tr7r(a)is finite-valued and continuous on A} is dense in the positive cone A+ of A. The most basic such algebra is JT(JÉ*), the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert space JÉ*. When 37? is separable and infinite-dimensional, we often write X for JT( JÉ"). A C*-algebra A is called stable if A ® 777= A. A stable separable continuous-trace algebra A with fixed spectrum X is classified up to C0(^-isomorphism by its Dixmier-Douady invariant 8{A) g H3{X,Z), and all classes in H3 can arise. We shall use the following facts about automorphisms of continuous-trace algebras.
Theorem 0.5 [26] . Let A be a continuous-trace algebra with paracompact spectrum X and Dixmier-Douady invariant 8.
(a) Autc tX)A, the subgroup of Aut(^4) consisting of automorphisms leaving the spectrum pointwise fixed, coincides with the group of locally inner automorphisms.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) There is a short exact sequence l^lnn{A)^AntCo(X)A^H2{X,Z), and if A is stable, f is surjective.
(c) There is a short exact sequence p 1 -> Autc (X)A -» Aut(A) -* Homeos(X),
where Homeos(X) denotes the subgroup of the homeomorphism group of X that preserves 8. If A is separable and stable, p is surjective. D Remark 0.6. It is obvious that Autc (X) A is closed in Aut{A) and that the map p: Aut(^) -» Homeo(A') is continuous (for the compact-open topology on homeomorphisms). When 8 = 0, the exact sequence of (c) splits; however, we shall see that this is not usually the case otherwise. D Corollary 0.7. // A is a separable stable C*-algebra with spectrum X and Dixmier-Douady invariant 8, there is a short exact sequence Let X be the infinite mapping cylinder constructed in [36, p. 272] , from iterations of a map S1 -* S1 of degree 2. The space X is an infinite, locally finite CW complex, hence is locally compact but not compact. By construction, X is a union of finite skeleta X" with H\X", Z) = Z, H2(X", Z) = 0, and with the maps H\X" + 1, Z) -» H1(Xn, Z) equal to multiplication by 2. By construction, H2{X,Z) = linW---^Z^Z-iz) is uncountable. Let A = C0{X, 777{377)), when JÉ" is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Then AutCo(X)A = C{X,PU{Ji7)), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the maps from X to the projective unitary group PU (which is a K(Z, 2)-space) are given the compact-open topology. The map Autc (X) A -* H2(X, Z) of Theorem 0.5 is exactly the map sending a function v: X -* PU to its homotopy class in [X, K(Z,2)] at H2{X,Z). Since H2(Xn,Z) = 0 for all n, any such v is null-homotopic when restricted to any Xn, and thus v may be approximated uniformly on compacta by null-homotopic maps (which correspond to inner automorphisms). This shows Inn A is dense in Autc (;r) A even though the quotient H2(X, Z) is nontrivial (in fact, uncountable).
We take this opportunity to correct what seems to be an erroneous remark on p. 122 of [5] . While it is true that continuous-trace algebras have all their central sequences trivial, it seems to us that the argument used by Connes to prove equivalence of this condition with triviality of Inn A /Inn A, when translated over to the C ""-context, breaks down precisely in the case of nonunital algebras with Â noncompact. This explains why there can be a separable continuous-trace algebra with Innyi/Inn/1 non trivial. D Notions of equivalence for group actions. If a, ß: G -» Aut(A) are two actions of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra, there are several plausible candidates for "equivalence" of the two actions. One is that they be related by an automorphism y g Aut(A), i.e., that ag = yßgy~l for all g g G. The notion of equivalence may be made more restrictive if one requires y to fix A or PrnruM) pointwise, to be locally inner, or even inner. Another useful notion is that of exterior equivalence; a and ß are exterior equivalent if they differ by a cocycle G -> U(M(A)) or if they may be chosen to be opposite corners of an action of G on M2(A) (2-by-2 matrices over A) [24, Lemma 8.11.2] . Exterior equivalence may be combined with equivalence via an isomorphism, i.e., one might say a and ß are equivalent if a is exterior equivalent to g >-» yßg*i'x for some y (again, various restrictions on y are possible). The weakest reasonable notion of equivalence is for a and ß to be called equivalent if the C*-crossed products, which we shall denote A X a G and A X ß G, are isomorphic. Usually, however, one would also like to keep track of the dual coaction of G. The following theorem is due to G. K. Pedersen [25, (35) ] however, as the statement there is not completely precise, we restate it for convenience. Theorem 0.10. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let a, ß: G -» Aut(A) be two actions of G on a C*-algebra. Denote by ta and tß the canonical inclusions of A into the multiplier algebras of A X a G and A X ß G, respectively. Then A more detailed study of the above notions of equivalence will be made in Remark 1.7 below. See also [32] . Meanwhile, the following proposition (implicit in [14] ) explains the connection between the Moore cohomology theory and the notion of exterior equivalence.
Theorem 0.11. Let a, ß: G -> Aut(y4) be two actions of a second-countable locally compact group G on a separable C*-algebra A, and assume that otgß~l G Inn(/1) for all g G G. Then a and ß are exterior equivalent if and only if a certain naturally defined obstruction class in H2(G, C(X, J)) vanishes. Here X is the largest Hausdorff quotient of Prim(A) and C(X, J) is given the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. The action of G on C(X, J) arises from the action of G on Prim(y4) induced by either a or ß.
Proof.
The map v. g -» agßgl satisfies the cocycle identity v(gh) = v(g)ßgv(h)ß~x, and so by Corollary 0.2 defines a continuous 1-cocycle from G to U{M{A))/C{Prim A, T). By definition, a and ß are exterior equivalent if and only if v can be lifted to a continuous 1-cocycle with values in U{M{A)). But the short exact sequence
gives rise to an exact sequence H\G,U{M{A))) -H1{G,U{M{A))/C(X,J)) -* H2{G,C(X,J)), which shows that the desired lifting exists if and only if the coboundary of the class of v vanishes in H2(G,C{X,J)).
Note. Since U{M{A)) is noncommutative in general, Hl{G,U{M{A))) and Hl{G, U{M{A))/C{X, T)) are only pointed sets, not groups. Nevertheless, since C( X, T) is central in U(M(A)), there is a (not very) long exact cohomology sequence extending out as far as needed, with the usual properties. See, for instance, [20, p. 21 and 21, pp. 14 can be extended to the case where X is noncompact, by the following argument. For each x G X and compact neighborhood K of x, a is unitary over K by 0.14, and thus a is locally inner. Where two compact neighborhoods KY and K2 intersect, implementing representations G -» U(M(A\ K )) and G -* U(M(A\ K )) must differ by a continuous function Kx Pi K2 -» Hom(G,T). When G is semisimple, Hom(G, T) is trivial so we can certainly patch to get a global implementing representation. In the case G = R, Hom(G,T) = R and so the obstruction to global patching lies in Hl{X, R). Since R is a fine sheaf, the obstruction vanishes and a is unitary. For a more detailed discussion and generahzations, see Automorphism groups which act freely on the spectrum. Let A be a C*-algebra with Hausdorff spectrum ß and let G be a locally compact group which acts freely on ß. We suppose that compact subsets of ß are wandering (as in [10, p. 88] ), or equivalently, that ß is a principal G-bundle in the sense of Cartan (see [23, Theorem 1.2.9] ). A common alternative phrase is to say G acts properly on ß, that is, that the map (g, x) -> (x, gx) is proper from G X ß to ß X ß. We shall study the crossed product A X a G of A by an action a of G which induces the given action of G on the spectrum ß. Our first result shows that such an a can only exist if the algebra is essentially a pull-back in the sense of [28] . Theorem 1.1. Let a be an action of a locally compact group G on a C*-algebra A with Hausdorff spectrum ß. Suppose that the action of G on ß induced by a is free and proper, and letp: ß -» T = ß/G be the orbit map. Then (1) inducing representations from A to A X aG gives a homeomorphism of T onto (A X a G) A, such that the resulting action of Cb(T) on A X aG agrees with that inherited from the action of Cb(T) c Cb{Qi) on A; (2) there is an isomorphism of A ® 3#~{L2{G)) onto the pull-back p*(A X a G) which respects the natural actions of C6(ß) and intertwines a ® Ad p with p*id (here À and p are the left and right regular representations of G); and Proof. (1) As we mentioned above, the properness of the action of G on ß implies that T is locally compact and Hausdorff and that each G-orbit in ß (with its relative topology) is homeomorphic to G. Thus the action is regular in the sense of Green [11, §5] , and induction gives a homeomorphism of Tonto PruruM X a G) by [11, Theorem 24 and the subsequent remark]. Every irreducible representation of A X a G factors through (A/I) X G, for I the ideal associated to some orbit in ß, and an application of [11, Theorem 17 ] to this algebra shows that the crossed product is type I. Thus T is homeomorphic to (yl X a G)A. If it g Â and / g Ch(T), a simple calculation shows that for b g Cc(G, A), Indw(/&)=/(/>(ir))Indir(6).
This immediately gives the last part of (1).
(2) There is an isomorphism * of A ® 3f(L2(G)) onto E = (C0(G) ® ^) X X8a G which carries the action a ® Ad p into p ® id; further, the proof of this fact in [12, §2] shows that the isomorphism carries the representation 77 ® id of A ® 377 into the representation of the imprimitivity algebra E induced from m. We shall show there is an equivariant isomorphism
where r is the canonical action of G on C0(ß) and p ® id acts through its natural action on C0(G) ® A, which commutes with X ® a and so passes to an action on E. We can view A as the algebra ro(f ) of sections vanishing at infinity of a continuous field F of elementary C*-algebras over ß [4,10.5.2] . Let
Then if qx: A -» ß and q2: GXÖ^ii in each case denotes projection on the second factor, we may identify C0(ß) ®Ch(T)A with T0(q*F) and C0(G, A) with Y0(q^F). Since p: ß -» T is a Cartan principal bundle, the map v: A^Gxö defined by v(g ■ y, y) = (g~\ y) is a homeomorphism. We define an isomorphism $ of C0(G, A) onto C0(ß) ®C/,(d ^ by $(/) = f" *> /G ^(qifF); this makes sense since q2°v = qx. Each automorphism as induces isomorphisms a : ^-î -» F and a calculation shows
Thus $ extends to an isomorphism
It is easily checked that $t is our desired isomorphism E -» />*(^ X a G), so $j ° î s an isomorphism of A ® JT with />*(^1 X a G) which sends a ® Adp into /7*id.
Since v~x(e,Ti) = (77, 77) , the induced map on spectra is
which via the identification of T with (A X G)A in (1) is the natural homeomorphism of ß onto p*(A X 0 G)A. This establishes (2) . (3) is an immediate consequence of (2) Proof. We may suppose B = Y0(E), where £ is a continuous field of (elementary) C*-algebras over T. Then p*B = Y0(p*E). Choose t G T, x g p~l(t), and U some compact neighborhood of x in ß. Choose a continuous self-adjoint section b of E which is a rank-one projection at t. Then for t' close to /, \\b(t')2 -b(t')\\ will be small, hence, modifying b by spectral calculus if necessary, we may assume b(t') is a selfadjoint projection for all t' G V, V some neighborhood of t. Since p was assumed open, without loss of generality we may assume p(U) 3 K. Now if E does License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use not have a local section of rank-one projections at t, there must be a net t¡ -» t in V with rk b(tj) > 2 for all i. Choose x¡ g U with t¡ = p(x¡). Since U was compact, passing to a subnet we may assume x, converges to some x0 g U, and by continuity of p, p(x0) = r. Now b° p is a continuous section of p*E over U, and if /?*ß has continuous trace, we must have trbo p(x.) = trb(t¡) -* trb° p{x0) = trb{t) = 1.
(Although it may not be immediately obvious that b ° p is a "continuous-trace element" near x0, this follows by approximating by another section of p*E, agreeing with b ° p at x0 and equal to a rank-one projection everywhere in a neighborhood.) Since we assumed rk b{t¡) > 2 for all i, this is a contradiction. Thus E must have a local section of rank-one projections around every point of T. By A ^ A ® e22^A ®(1 -e)377{l -e) = A ® Jf((l -e)(jf)).
Note that a ® id^(jr) leaves A ® Jr"((l -e)J(7) invariant, and
is an automorphism of A ® M2 which is equal to a on the upper left-hand corner and to v'1 °{a ® idk«, _,,).#»))° v on the bottom right. The result follows from [24,
Remark. The hypothesis that G act properly on ß is automatic if G is compact or if the bundle p: ß -» ß/G is locally trivial. Conversely, if G is a Lie group, any free proper action yields a locally trivial bundle by [23, Theorem 4.1] . (The case of a compact Lie group is much easier and may be found in [6] .)
Suppose that A is a separable continuous-trace C*-algebra with A = ß and a: G -* AutA is an action such that the orbit map p: ß -* T is a principal G-bundle. In light of [28, Proposition 1.4], our theorem asserts that 8{A) = 8{A ®Jf) belongs to the range of p*\ H3(T, Z) -» //3(ß, Z), and then A ® Jf= />*5 whenever B is a stable continuous-trace algebra with p*8(B) = 8(A). Now we know that in at least one such realization a ® id is equivalent to p*id, but this only works if we have made the correct choice A X a G for B, and this may well not be the obvious one. For example, if A = p*C and a = p*y for some y: G -* Autc IT)C, examples are given in [28, Corollary 3.6] with p*C X/,»y G not Morita equivalent to C. In such cases, the necessary B is not the algebra C we started with. So Theorem 1.1 suggests two problems:
(a) First of all, given A = p*B and a: G -* AutA inducing the bundle p on spectra, when is a equivalent to p*y for some reasonable automorphism group y of BI (b) Secondly, can we describe the isomorphism class of a crossed product p*B X ,y G in terms of topological data associated with p, B, and yl Our next result is an answer to the second question in the case where y is locally unitary, which by [32, Theorem 2.5] is less of a restriction than one might think. We shall later show how (b) helps with (a)-for further discussion, see also [32, §4] .
We intend, then to give a formula for the Dixmier-Douady class of p*B X » G for G abelian and y locally unitary. To state it, we need to set up some notation and a pairing <-,->: h.jA Nijk -T where h,jk(t) = (y,j(t), gjk(t)). Theorem 1.5. Let B be a continuous-trace algebra with paracompact spectrum T, let y: G -» Aut B be a locally unitary abelian automorphism group, and let p: ß -> T be a locally trivial principal G-bundle. Then the crossed product p*B X , G has continuous trace and
Proof. We have already seen that p*B X G has continuous trace (Theorem 1.1(3)). In [28, Theorem 2.5], it was shown that the crossed product is strongly Morita equivalent to an algebra there denoted GC(Yl, B)a/I. Here a = t ® y where t is the translation action of G on C0(ß), and GC(Yl, B) is a certain algebra of bounded continuous functions ß -> B. It will be enough to calculate 8(GC(iï, B)a/I). To this end, we fix a covering of T by open sets M,, whose closures Ni are compact, with the following properties:
(1) There are continuous fields of Hubert spaces //, over N¡, isomorphisms 0, of B | N onto r(3i (//,)), and isomorphisms vl} of H} \ N¡ onto //, | ^ such that
for/e/V,.,.. and since both crossed products are stable (say by Lemma 1.4) and have spectrum canonically isomorphic to T, we also have a C^T^isomorphism of p*Bx X^»^ G onto p*B2 >* p*y2 G. Thus there is a C/,(ß)-isomorphism between their pull-backs, sending p*id to p*id, and the exterior equivalence of />*y1 with a conjugate of p*y2 follows from Corollary 1.3 (applied twice).
The necessity of the condition is an immediate consequence of Theorems 0.10 and 1.5. D Remark 1.7. This corollary gives a topological criterion for distinguishing automorphism groups of the form p*y modulo the equivalence relation generated by exterior equivalence and conjugacy under spectrum-fixing automorphisms. For our first example, we take G = Z, so we might as well be looking at single automorphisms a. The problem is then whether the commutator vav'xa'1 is inner. Let A = C(S2, 377), let v be a C(S2)-automorphism of A which is not inner, and let a be the automorphism induced by the antipodal homeomorphism of S2 with itself. By Theorem 0.5 and Remark 0.6, Out(A) = H2{S2,Z) X Homeo(S2).
Since the antipodal map acts by -1 on H2{S2), conjugation by a in Out(A) sends
, and so Ç(vav~1a~l) = Ç(v2) =7 0 and vav'xa'1 is not inner by Theorem 0.5. Thus (a) happens in this case.
For our second example, we take G = T2, A = C(T2, jT(Jé")), a to be the translation action of G on A (i.e., ag{a){z) = a (g'1z) ). An outer C(T2^automor-phism v of A is given by a continuous map ip: T2 -> PU(3^7) which does not hft to Example 1.9. We shall now construct a stable continuous-trace C*-algebra A with (compact) spectrum ß, a principal T2-bundle p: ß -» T, a stable continuoustrace algebra B with spectrum T such that p*B = A as C(ß)-algebras, and an automorphism group a: T2 -» Aut A which induces the given T2-action on ß but is not equivalent to p*y for any locally unitary y: T2 -» Aut B.
We begin by observing that it is enough to construct p: ß -* T and an element rj g H3(T,Z) with p*r¡ = 0 which does not have the form (c,[p]) for any c G Hl(T,Z2). For given such a cohomology class r/, we can take A = C(ß, Jf(JÉ")) and C to be the separable stable continuous-trace algebra over T with 8(C) = r¡. Then there is a C(ß)-isomorphism \p of A onto /?*C (since p*r\ = 8(A)) and we can define a = \p~x ° p*idc° \p. The algebra yl is also C(ß)-isomorphic to p*B, where B = C(F, JT( Jé")), and if a were equivalent to p*y, y a locally unitary action on B, we would have p*B*p.yG = A XaG = jp*CX/,,idcG=C To obtain a specific example with the desired properties, let T = PU(2) X PU(2) = UP3 X RP3, and let ß = U{2) X 1/(2), with p: ß -» T the usual quotient map. Automorphism groups with a fixed isotropy group for the action on the spectrum. Let a: G -» Aut/I be an action of an abelian group G on a C*-algebra A with Hausdorff spectrum, and suppose that the isotropy group of every 77 g Â is a fixed closed subgroup H of G. The first step in understanding A X a G is to describe its primitive ideal space. This can be done fairly generally using Green's version of the Mackey machine [11, 12] , assuming the action of G is sufficiently well behaved. Specifically, we shall assume that Â is a principal G///-bundle over A/G and that a\ i, is locally unitary. Neither hypothesis is really that restrictive; the first follows from [23, Theorem 4.1] when G/H is a Lie group acting properly on Â, and the second follows from [32, Theorem 2.5] when G and A are separable, H is compactly generated and all the Mackey obstructions vanish in H2{H,J). In these cases, the spectrum of A x a G is a principal bundle for the dual action of H = G/H ^ , and we have once again the possibility of obtaining information about A X a G in terms of topological invariants associated with A, a\ H, and the quotient map A -* A/G.
For simplicity of notation, we shall write A X a H for A X aX H. We can rewrite this last inner product as a double integral, which clearly vanishes if Tr(as(a)) = 0 for all s g G. However, using approximate identities, one can see this condition is also necessary, hence ker(lnd£(77 X U)\A) = G-(ker77), and the diagram commutes as claimed. D Remark. The condition that Prim A is Hausdorff was only used to ensure that (A,H) is quasi-regular, and this is automatic if everything is separable. Although quasi-regularity presumably is automatic even in many cases with A nonseparable and Prim A only T0, the Hausdorff case will be more than enough for our purposes. Theorem 2.2. Let A be a C*-algebra with Hausdorff spectrum ß, and let a: G -* Aut A be a locally compact abelian automorphism group such that the isotropy groups for the action of G on ß are all equal to a fixed subgroup H. Suppose that the quotient map p: ß -> T = ß/G is a locally trivial principal (G/H)-bundle, and that the restriction of a to H is locally unitary. Then all the maps in the commutative diagram commute. Further, A X a H is isomorphic to Res* A and strongly Morita equivalent to lnd*(A X a G). The diagram is involutive with respect to Takai duality, which interchanges the roles of G and G, G/H and H.
The proof of this will use two lemmas. The first is stated separately merely for future convenience, but the second may be of some independent interest in that it provides many concrete examples of locally unitary actions. Since m(rH, t)°as = tt(s lrH, t), there is a unitary W such that Tr(rH,t){as(a))= W-r(s-1rH,t)(a)W* for all a g ^1.
Then for z g Cc(G,A), rr(rH,t)((vyzv*)(s)) = 7T(rH,t)(uyz(s)as{u*)) = yJ7j^(rH,t)oas{a-l{z(s))u*) = yjr~) rV-r(s-lrH,t)(a:1{z{s))u*)w* = y(r) y{s-1r)W-r{s-1rH, t) ° a~l{z{s))W* = ~yj¡) TT(rH,t){z(s)) = -r(rH,t)(ây(z)(s)).
Thus vyzv* = ày(z) for all z g CC(G, A), hence for all z g A X a G by continuity.
The result follows. D Proof of Theorem 2.2. We first observe that in this situation, we may replace the primitive ideal spaces in Proposition 2.1 by spectra. This is elementary in the case of A X a H (Theorem 0.16), and in the case of A X a G it follows by an application of Green's Mackey machine. In fact, since the G-orbits in A are closed, every irreducible representation of A X a G factors through (A/I) X a G, where I is the ideal corresponding to some orbit G • P in Primal = Â. By [12, Theorem 2.13], (A/I) X G is stably isomorphic to (A/P) X H. However, a\ H is locally unitary, and in particular pointwise unitary, so (A/P) X H = C0(H, A/P). This is a continuous-trace algebra, so each irreducible representation is determined by its kernel, as we claimed. We can identify X with the quasi-orbit space Q of Proposition 2.1, so that by the last part of that proposition Ind induces a homeomorphism h of X onto (A X a G)A. By Lemma 2.3, induction is equivariant for the dual action of H, so q: (A X a G)A -* / may be identified with qY and so is a principal //-bundle.
It remains to establish the last part of the theorem. As in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we have an isomorphism R: A X a G -» C*(G, A xaH, $~H) given by [11, Proposition 1] , and it is easy to see that R carries the dual action of Hx s (G/H)A on A X a G to the action of (G/H)A described in [11, p. (2) of Corollary 2.5 is not usually sufficient to determine S(yl X a G) uniquely. In the important special case when G = R and H = Z, we shall give a more precise result in §4 below.
Examples and applications.
(a) Induced C *-algebras. Let D be a C *-algebra with spectrum T, and let H be a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G. Given an action 6 of H on D we can form the induced C *-algebra yl = lndGHD = {/e C(G,D): f(sh) = 6b1{f(s)) for s g G, h g H, and||/||GC0(G//Z)}.
(Note that since 0h is isometric, ||/(s)|| only depends on the coset sH.) There is a natural induced action a of G on A given by left translation: ag(f)(s) = f(g~1s). A fundamental fact about such actions, due essentially to P. Green but by now folklore (cf. [29, Situation 4] ), is that yl X a G is strongly Morita equivalent to D X e H. For the case of most interest to us, we have given a more precise statement and a formal proof as Lemma 3.1.
Induced actions provide interesting and tractable examples of the theory of §2. If T is Hausdorff, G is abelian and 6 is locally unitary, it turns out a | H is also locally unitary, and Â is isomorphic as a (G///)-space to (G/H) X T. In these examples the bundle q: (A XaG)A-> T can be nontrivial, and if D has continuous trace,
8(A X a G) = q*8(D). This result when G = R will be used and amplified in §4 below.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a locally compact group, H a closed subgroup and 6 an action of H on a C*-algebra D which fixes Prim/) (pointwise). Let a be the induced action of G on A = Ind^, D. Then A X a G is strongly Morita equivalent to D X e H, and the corresponding homeomorphism of spectra is given by 77 Clearly <p is G-equivariant, so the composition of <jd_1 with the projection onto G/H gives a G-equivariant map 77 of Primyl onto G/H. If we write / = kerir~l{eH), then by [11, Theorem 17] yl X a G is strongly Morita equivalent to yl X a H/I X a H.
Further, the imprimitivity bimodule X implementing this equivalence is a quotient of the module which induces representations of A X a H to A X a G, so the corresponding homeomorphism of spectra is given by this induction. It is easy to verify that / is the kernel of ee, and that this map intertwines a\ H with 0, so the result follows from the isomorphism Proof. We need only make explicit all the terms in the formulae of Proposition 3.4. It is standard that r: R -» R/Z is the covering corresponding to z G Hl(S1, Z). Since (-,-> was defined in terms of the cup product H\-,T) X H*(-,Z) -» H2( ■, T), which is ««/¿commutative,
and the result follows. D Remark. Corollary 3.5 will be greatly generalized in Theorem 4.12 below, but the proof of the more general formula there depends on knowledge of this special case.
(b) Actions on certain twisted transformation group C*-algebras. We shall now look at a class of examples where the Dixmier-Douady class S(yl) and the bundles, p, q are all nontrivial, generally with torsion. Let H be a finitely generated discrete subgroup of a locally compact abelian group G, and suppose tp is a homomorphism of H into a finite abelian group K (actually, it is enough that H goes into the center of a finite group). We suppose there are commuting actions of G and K on a space X which are consistent with <p (i.e., the actions of h g H ç G and of <p(h) & K coincide), and also that K acts freely on X and G/H acts freely on X/K. (We shall give a typical example shortly.) Let yl be the twisted crossed product C*(K, X, w) for some multiplier u on K; by definition, yl is generated by formal products fuk, f g C0(X), k g K, where the «¿'s are unitary elements of M(yl) and the generators are to satisfy the multiplication rules (ukfut G C0(X), {ukfu*k)(x) = f(k-hc), \uku, = <¿{k,l)uk¡.
A theorem of A. Wassermann ([35, Theorem 5] ; see also [28, §4] ) asserts that yl is a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum ß = X/K, whose Dixmier-Douady class is the pull-back of under the classifying map ß -» BK for the K-bundle X -* ß. We may define an action a of G on yl by
since the relations (*) are preserved. We want a \ H to be locally unitary. Since H is finitely generated, this will happen whenever it is pointwise unitary [27, Proposition 1.1]. We shall use the following description of the spectrum of yl: for x g X, define px = irx X U G yl, where 77,. and U act on L2(K) according to
In fact, px is the w-representation of (C0(X), K) induced from evaluation at x. It is straightforward to check that the unitary W¡ on L2(K) defined by {w,i){k) = !4kJ) t(ki) where [t] denotes the greatest integer < t. It is easy to check that this is a well-defined continuous function.
We shall now extend \p to all of R X ß_ so that the cocycle condition (2) is satisfied. Let
•p{s,w,e-2ni,\z\) = yp{t,e2,,itw,\z\)'l-p{t + s,e2ni,w,\z\).
This makes sense since the right-hand side only involves \p | " x x, and since (3) shows that replacing t by t + n (n g Z) does not change the formula. If we write an arbitrary z as e'27T"\z\, then 4>(r + s,w,z) = \P{t,e2,"'w,\z\yl\p{t + r + s,e2,ri'w, \z\) = \^{t,e2lu'w,\z\y\{t + r,e2'"w, \z\)] ■[¡P{t + r,e2lri'w, \z\)~lip{t + r + s,e2""w, \z\)\ = ip{r,w,z)[-p(t + r,e2"i(,+r)e-2,"rw, |z|)_1 ■•p((t + r)+s,e2"i(, + r)e-2,Tirw, \z\)] = xP(r,w,z)xp(s,e-2",rw,e-2"'r{e-2,,,'\z\)) as required. □ 4. Actions of R. Among locally compact groups, the real line R is unique both in the frequency with which it occurs in applications and in special properties not shared by other continuous groups. For these reasons, we devote this section to the detailed study of actions of R on C*-algebras in general and continuous-trace algebras in particular. Then we discuss some applications to the study of C ^alge-bras of solvable Lie groups.
One special feature of the real line is that it turns out to be feasible in some cases to classify all the actions of R on a given C *-algebra, up to exterior equivalence. The key tool is the following vanishing theorem for Moore cohomology, which effectively answers a question raised in [ where (**) arises from the long exact sheaf cohomology sequence associated to the exact sequence 0->Z->R-»T->0of sheaves over X. Here C(X, T)0 denotes the connected component of the identity in C(X, T), and (*) and (**) are in fact topological exact sequences of Polish modules when H°(X,Z) and H1(X,Z) are given the discrete topology, by the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 0.8. Now since H°(X,Z) and Hl(X,Z) are countable and discrete, R acts trivially on them. But for yl a countable discrete R-module, Theorem 4 of [37] shows H"(U, A) = H"(BU, A) = 0 for n > 1. Using this together with the long exact cohomology sequences coming from (*) and (**) gives Hn{U,C(X,J)0) = H"{U,C(X,J)) for« > 2 and H"{U,C(X,R)) = H"{U,C{X,J)0) for« > 1.
Hence, to prove our theorem, it suffices to show H"(U,C(X,R)) = 0 for n ^ 2. Since C( X, R) is a topological vector space (in fact a Fréchet space), we may work with the "continuous cochain" cohomology theory by [37, Theorem 3] . Then by [13, Corollaire III.7.5], a form of the Van Est Theorem applies and gives H"{U,C(X,U)) = //^(R.C^RU, where C( X, U)x is the space of functions on X which are C°° in the direction of the flow, and on the right-hand side we use Lie algebra cohomology. But for any Lie algebra g and g-module V, H"($,V) = 0 for H>dimg, so this proves the theorem. D Corollary 4.2. Let A be a unital, separable C*-algebra all of whose bounded derivations are inner. Let a,ß: R -» Aut(yl) be two one-parameter automorphism groups of A such that \\a, -ßt\\ < 2 for all t with \t\ < C for some C. Then a is exterior equivalent to ß.
Proof. Use the same proof as for Theorem 2.9 of [14] , substituting Theorem 4.1 for [14, Theorem 2.6]. D Corollary 4.3. Let X be a second-countable locally compact space with H"(X, Z) countable for n < 2 ( it suffices for X to have the homotopy type of a compact metric space ), and let A be a separable continuous-trace algebra with spectrum X. Then given any continuous action of R on X, there is at most one action (up to exterior equivalence) of U on A inducing this action on the spectrum. 4.4. Let X be as in Corollary 4.3 and let A be a trivial continuous-trace algebra over X, i.e., C0(X,Mk) for some finite k or C0(X,3f).
Then given any continuous action of R on X, there is exactly one action of R on A (up to exterior equivalence) inducing this action on the spectrum.
Proof. All we need besides Corollary 4.3 is the existence of hftings of R-actions on C0( X) to R-actions on yl, which is obvious. D Curiously, Corollary 4.4 may be combined with Corollary 3.5 to give an interesting result on the transformation group C*-algebras which is a little hard to see directly. In particular, we obtain a negative answer to a question of P. Muhly and D. Williams [22] , who asked if C0( X) X R always has vanishing Dixmier-Douady invariant when R acts on a space X with constant (or continuously varying) isotropy groups, so that the crossed product has continuous trace by [39, Theorem 5.1]. Proposition 4.5. Let X be a second-countable locally compact space with H"( X, Z) countable for « < 2, equipped with an action ß of R for which every point has stability group Z. Let T = X/U, so that p: X -> T is a principal J = U/Z-bundle. Then Since yl X a R is stable, yl X a R s CQ(X, 3 (7), and the dual action â of R on A X aU induces the bundle map p. Thus by Corollary 4.4, â is exterior equivalent to ß ® id (acting on C0(X) ®3f). It follows that we have strong Morita equivalences C0{X)xßU -(A XaR)XaR -yl (the last of these by Takai duality), and so (C0(X) X ß R) A= Â = T X / and 8(C0(X) X ß R) = S(yl) = z X [p], as asserted. D Example 4.6. For instance, suppose X = S3, viewed as the unit sphere in C2, and ß is given by t ■ (w,z) = (e2n"w,e2,ri'z). Then p: X -» T is the Hopf fibration S3 -» S2, and [p] is the standard generator of H2(S2,Z). Thus C(X) Xß R is a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum S1 X S2 and Dixmier-Douady class z X [p], which generates H3(S* X S2,Z) s Z.
Actually, one could have predicted this by other means. By [39, Theorem 5.1], we knew C(X) X ß R has continuous trace, and by [38, Theorem 5.3] , (C(X) X ß R) A = S1 X S2. But by Connes' Thom isomorphism theorem [3] , we must have
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Since K°(S* X S2) = K\SX X S2) = Z2, this shows 8(C(X)xßM) cannot be zero. In fact, if yl is a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum S1 X S2 and Dixmier-Douady class 8, one easily sees from [30, Theorem 6.5] that if K0(A) = KX(A) = Z, then 8 must be a generator of H3(S* X S2, Z). D In order to extend Corollary 4.4 to the case of nontrivial continuous-trace algebras, we shall show below (Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.12) that it is often possible to lift an R-action on a space X to an action on a nontrivial continuous-trace algebra yl over X, in spite of the fact that the group extension 1 -» Autc (X)A -» Aut(A) -» Homeo^yY) of Theorem 0.5(c) usually does not split. This once again is due to very special properties of the real line.
First, however, let us discuss the implications of our work with respect to a problem discussed in [31] , namely that of describing the topology on (yl X a R)A or Prim(yl X a R) when a is an action of R on a separable type I C*-algebra yl. This had been expected to be a tractable problem, at least when A/M is T0, because of the fact that H2(G,J) = 0 for every closed subgroup G of R, so that "Mackey obstructions" never arise. Unfortunately, we see now that this conjecture is false, the problem being that even if the Mackey obstruction vanishes, there is generally no canonical way of extending x to jc. For a specific counterexample, suppose ß = Â is Hausdorff and every point of ß has stabilizer Z c R. Then (4.7) simplifies greatly and R X ß/ ĩ s just ZX T, where T = ß/R. (The map ß -> T is a locally trivial T-bundle by [6] .) However, specializing the remark following (3.2) to our setting shows that (yl X a R) A-> 7 can be arranged to yield any T-bundle over /, not just the trivial bundle. Similarly, the analogue of this conjecture for actions of Z is false, since a noninner locally inner automorphism 8 yields a nontrivial T-bundle (Ae X Z)A-> Â.
If however, we require yl to be a continuous-trace algebra with trivial DixmierDouady invariant, then by combining Corollary 4.4 with Williams' theorem, we can prove the conjecture of [31] after all. Theorem 4.8. Let A be a separable continuous-trace algebra with spectrum Yl, and with 8(A) = 0 in Z/3(ß,Z), and assume //"(ß, Z) is countable for « < 2. Let a: R -» Aut(yl) be any one-parameter automorphism group of A. Then Prim(yl X a R) (or (A X a R)A, ;/ ß/R is T0) is homeomorphic to (R X ß)/~ with the quotient topology, where ~ is defined by (4.7). In fact, this homeomorphism is equivariant for the dual action of R.
Proof. Since (yl ® 377) X al8id R = (yl X a R) ® 377 (equivariantly for the dual action of R), it is no loss of generality to assume yl is stable. Then yl is isomorphic to C0(ß) ® 377, and by Corollary 4.4, a is exterior equivalent to t® id, where t is the action of R on C0(ß) associated to the action induced by a on Â. Thus (by Theorem 0.10) there is an R-equivariant isomorphism of yl X a R with (C0(ß) X T R) ® 37f. Now apply [38, Theorem 5.3 ] to C0(ß) X T R. D Furthermore, since ^ is contractible by [18] , 'S is a A^(Z,2), and 8 may be viewed as the classifying map for a principal ^-bundle over M. In fact, from the exact
of sheaves of germs of C00 functions over M, we have H1(M,'S) = H2(M,J) = H3(M,Z), so that 8 corresponds to a class in H\M,S), hence to a smooth principal ^-bundle p: E -> M. We claim it is enough to lift y to a smooth one-parameter group q> of ^-bundle automorphisms of E. For indeed, we may realize yl as Y0(M, S), where S= E Xp3t is the bundle of elementary C*-algebras associated to £ via the standard map p: ^-»Aut(Jf), and then a may be constructed out of y in the obvious fashion (since by assumption, <p, on E commutes with the ^-action on E and so passes to 77).
Hence we are reduced to the problem of lifting <p to the principal bundle E. If 'S were a (finite-dimensional) Lie group, it would be standard (see, for instance, [17, Chapter 2] ) that one can do this by choosing a connection on the bundle, lifting the vector-field <p that generates <p to a horizontal vector field Y on E, and then taking the integral curves of Y. The same method works here except for the minor complications due to the fact that 'S is infinite dimensional. Here is a brief summary of the main points. At any point e g E with p(e) = m g M, the vectors tangent to the Sorbit through e define the vertical tangent space Ve c TeE. Since E is locally diffeomorphic to M X ^, Ve = a, is of finite codimension in TeE, and one can choose a horizontal space He complementary to it so that dp: He -» TmM is an isomorphism. Once He is chosen at one point e G p~l(m), there is a uniquê -equivariant choice of horizontal spaces at the other points in the same fiber. Thus one can choose a connection, i.e., a smoothly varying ^-equivariant choice of horizontal spaces in E. This is done as follows: a trivialization of E over some open set U in M gives a local product structure p~x(U) = U X S and thus an obvious connection over U. Then connections can be patched globally using a partition of unity, due to the fact that the connections over U form an affine space modeled on T*U ® a, the 1-forms with values in a. Once one has a connection on E, tp may be lifted by integrating the linear first-order differential equation {-ry,(e) = horizontal lift of -r (p,(p(e)),
<p0(e) = e. □
We do not know whether or not Theorem 4.10 still holds if M is replaced by an arbitrary space ß and <p by any continuous flow on ß. However, the theorem is more powerful than it looks, since it gives liftings in any situation where both yl and the R-action on A are pulled back from a smooth action on a manifold. This is the basis of our next main result, Theorem 4.12. However, we pause first to mention another application of Theorem 4.10. is countable for « < 2, then As is uniquely determined. In general, the As's corresponding to different values of 8 will be nonisomorphic.
Proof. Let Cs be the stable continuous-trace algebra with spectrum M and Dixmier-Douady class 8, and use Theorem 4.10 to construct an action a8 of R on Cs inducing the given flow on M. Of course as is not unique, but under the countability hypothesis of Corollary 4.3, it is unique up to exterior equivalence. Let As = Cs X ae R, stabilized if necessary. This algebra is simple by the Gootman-Rosenberg proof of the generalized Effros-Hahn conjecture [9] , and only depends on the exterior equivalence class of as. By [3] Proof. First we will show that p: ß -* T is pulled back from a smooth T-bundle over a manifold, in such a way that S(yl) is pulled back from a class in H3 of the total space. This will prove existence of a because of Theorem 4.10. Then uniqueness will follow from Corollary 4.3. The formulas for [77] and 8(A X a R) will be obtained by deriving them first in the case of " universal examples" and then pulling back.
Let X be the homotopy fiber of the map K(Z,2) X K(Z,2) -» K(Z,A) corresponding to the cup product. The space X will have the universal property that given a space W with the homotopy type of a CW-complex, and given classes a, Since //2(ß,Z) = 0, the bundle (ylxaZ)A^ß is trivial, so (yl X a Z) A= S1 X S3, and <5(yl X a Z) is just 1x8. D To show how the above fits into a broader context, let us say a few words about computation of yl X a R, where yl is a separable continuous-trace algebra and a: M -* Aut(yl) is an essentially arbitrary action with A/M countably separated. Then we discuss some related problems in the structure theory of C *-algebras of Lie groups. Of course the problem of computing yl X a R will be unmanageable in general, but the following is true. Proof. By [7, Theorem 3] , yl contains an R-invariant dense open subset on which stability groups are continuous. This open set will correspond to an R-invariant essential ideal of yl, so without loss of generality we may assume stability groups are continuous. Proof of 4.14 (cont'd). Assuming the stability groups are continuous, c is a continuous function by the lemma. Thus we may choose B3 so that B3 -Ac~\{0, oo}), B2 so that B2 = intc_1(0). If we let B1 = intc_1(oo), then in general the action of R on Bx will not be proper; however, we can remedy this by passing to some dense open set, by [10, p. 95] . Then BY X a R has continuous trace by Theorem 1.1. Since R acts trivially on B2, the action of R on B2 will be unitary by Corollary 0.14 and Remark 0.15, so that B2 X a R = B2 ® C0(R), which obviously has continuous trace. Finally, the action of R on B3 has all isotropy groups isomorphic to Z and varying continuously. If the isotropy were actually constant, we could deduce from Theorem 2.2 that B3 X a R has continuous trace, and assuming the spaces involved are nice enough we would even determine the crossed product explicitly by Theorem 4.12. Thus the proof of the theorem is completed by the following lemma. □ Lemma 4.16. Let A be a C*-algebra with Hausdorff spectrum ß, and suppose A = ro(£), where E is a continuous field of elementary C*-algebras over ß. Let a: M -> Aut(yl) be a continuous action such that for x G fi, the stabilizer M x of x in M is c(x)Z, where c: ß -» (0, oo) is continuous. Define a new action ß: M -* Aut(yl) (having all stability groups of points in ß equal to Z) by (ßsf)(x) = (ac(x)sf)(x), fors g R, x g X, /g T0(£).
777e« yl XaR = yl X^R.
Proof. We think of yl X a R and A X ßM as completions of CC(R, ro(£)), where this space has two different convolution multiplications, * and *, and two different involutions, * and *, respectively. Define *:Cc(R,r0(£))-»Cf(R,r0(£)) by (•*)(*)(*) = c(x)h(c{x)t)(x).
Then i> is a *-algebra homomorphism from the (*, *)-structure to the (*, ^-structure, since (viewing a and ß as acting on both T0(£) and £) Since 0 is clearly invertible (with ($_1«)(/)(jc) = c(x)"1«(c(x)"1r)(x)) and isometric for the L^norm on LX(R, T0(£)), it extends to an isomorphism of the ^-completions yl X a R and A XßM. D
We conclude this section with a few remarks about the C *-algebras of Lie groups, especially of solvable Lie groups. The main motivation for the discussion of dual topologies in [31] came from the old problem of trying to determine if, for G a connected, simply connected exponential Lie group, the Kirillov-Bernat bijection g*/G->G (here g is the Lie algebra of G and g * is its dual, on which G acts by the coadjoint action) is always a homeomorphism. For N a normal connected subgroup of codimension 1 in such a G, C*(G) = C*(N) X a R, hence one could hope to solve this problem if one had good control over the dual topology for crossed products by R. The answer to Problem 4.17 is definitely "sometimes", as will be clear from the following two examples. Thus even if Conjecture 4.18 is correct, one probably could not prove a similar result for any larger nice class of Lie groups, except perhaps for those where the semisimple part acts trivially on the radical. Example 4.19. We shall construct a (disconnected) solvable Lie group G with abelian identity component, whose group C *-algebra has continuous-trace quotient with nonzero Dixmier-Douady invariant. Let Q be the quaternion group of order 8, and let G = C 4 X Q, where Q acts onC4 = C2©C2by the linear action in which the center Z(Q) of Q acts trivially and the quotient Q/Z(Q) = Z2 X Z2 acts by sending the generators of the 2 copies of Z2 to multiplication by (-1,1) and (1, -1) , respectively. Then if S3 is the unit sphere in (C2)A, S3 X S3 is a closed Q-invariant subset of (C4)A and so gives rise to a quotient of C*(G) isomorphic to C(S3 X S3) X Q. This crossed product is a direct sum of two ideals (corresponding to the two possible actions of Z(Q) in an irreducible representation), namely C(S3 X S3) X (Z2 X Z2) and C*(C(S3 X S3), Z2XZ2,w), where the latter is the twisted crossed product associated to the cocycle u g H2(Z2 X Z2,Z2) defining the group extension 1 -» Z(Q) -><2->Z2XZ2-»l.
As shown in [35] , the Dixmier-Douady invariant of the twisted crossed product is a nonzero torsion-class.
Example 4.20. Here is a simple example of a connected, simply connected (nonexponential) solvable Lie group G whose group C*-algebra contains an essential continuous-trace ideal with 8 # 0. Merely let G = C2 X ß R, where ß,(w, z) = (e2'r"w,e2'n"z). This is a solvable Lie group of dimension 5, and from the /?-equivariant decomposition C2 = {0} U (0, oo) X S3, one sees that C*(G) is an extension 0-C0((0,oo))®(c(,S'3)x)8r) -C*{G) -C0(R)^0.
By Example 4.6, C(S3)X ßM is a continuous-trace algebra with spectrum S1 X S2 and Dixmier-Douady class a generator of H3, so that if / = C0(R) ® (C(S3) X R), / is a continuous-trace ideal of C*(G) with spectrum (0, oo) X S1 X S2 and Dixmier-Douady class a generator of H3. Incidentally, the extension cannot split even stably, since by the Thorn isomorphism theorem of [3] or by [16 (Unfortunately, however, the action of R on the complement of the fixed points in Ñ need not be proper.) And as we have seen in the proof of Theorem 4.14, if R acts on a continuous-trace algebra B with 8(B) = 0, and if the action on B is either trivial or free and proper, then the crossed product A = B X M will again be a continuous-trace algebra with 8(A) = 0. This suggests that Conjecture 4.18 could be proven by induction on dimG, provided one could control behavior at places where the orbit type of R on N changes. However, this seems difficult to do, so probably Conjecture 4.18 is about as difficult as the problem about bicontinuity of the Kirillov-Bernat bijection.
